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Introduction
The earth's radiation belts are composed of approximately tens of keV to several MeV electrons and hundreds to several hundred MeV ions which are trapped in the magnetosphere from approximately 1.2 < L < 8. Depending on energy, the electron population typically reside in two distinct inner and outer belt regions separated by the slot region (1.8 < L < 3.2).
The terrestrial radiation belts can have a significant effects on space systems and space technology. Moderate energy (10-100 keV) electrons can lead to surface charging in space systems while relativistic MeV electrons can cause deepdielectric charging in spececraft materials. During geomagnetic substorms, large fluctuations in electron differential flux can occur on relatively short time scales.
A time-dependent predictive model for the earth's radiation belts will have both scientific and practical importance.
Trapped charged particles in the earth's radiation belts have multiple-periodic motions on three distinct timescales. To describe this motion [Northrop, 1963; Roederer, 1970] three adiabatic invariants, i.e, J 1 , J 2 , and J 3 , have been developed with J 1 = πcp 2 sin 2 α/2qB, J 2 = p ds, J 3 = (q/c)Φ. Here, α is the pitch angle, p is the total momentum, p is the component of momentum parallel to the geomagnetic field, and Φ is the magnetic flux enclosed through the drift shell. An alternative set of invariants are M, J = J 2 , and Φ with M = p 2 sin 2 α/2m 0 B with m 0 the rest mass.
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When turbulence, e.g., from wave particle interactions, produce fluctuations in the J's that are small, random, and high frequency, the changes in f can be modeled as a stochastic diffusive process and can be described by a Fokker-Planck formalism.
In this formalism, the description of radiation belt dynamics involves a balance between diffusive transport, convection, sources, and losses. During magnetic storms, external sources of both electrons and ions are important and need to be incorporated. Key sources of phase space transport include radial (L) diffusion due to fluctuations in the convection electric field and magnetospheric magnetic field, pitch angle and energy diffusion, e.g., due to whistler waves, pitch angle diffusion and energy losses from collisional processes involving cold plasmaspheric plasma and neutral atmospheric species, and charge exchange losses. Precipitation losses can occur when the pitch angle is inside the loss cone.
Several models have been developed to simulate global radiation belt dynamics.
Two different approaches have been taken, i.e., the test-particle and kinetic formulations. The test particle approach involves the tracing of individual particle orbits in the combined electric and magnetic fields derived from an MHD model of the magnetosphere. Using the test particle method, guiding center simulations [Li et al.,, 1993; Hudson et al., 1996] of the sudden storm commencement induced by the interplanetary shock of March 24, 1991 were performed and analyzed. These studies suggested the formation of a new electron belt at L=2.5. In addition, test particle simulations of the outer belt electrons [Ukhorskiy et al., 2006] [Varotsou et al., 2005; Horne et al., 2006] wave acceleration by whistler waves is an important mechanism for the outer radiation belt electrons. Beutier and Boscher [1995] and Bourdarie et al. [1997] solved for a phase space three-dimensional model of the electron radiation belt.
They found that cosmic ray albedo neutron decay internal sources are not sufficient to account for the typical quiet time electron fluxes. A convection-diffusion model [Fok et al., 2001; Zheng et al., 2003; Fok et al., 2008] has been developed to simulate electron radiation belt dynamics. The model was used to simulate a substorm injection during a dipolarization of the magnetic field during a substorm. Experimentally observable features such as drift echoes were successfully reproduced.
In this paper we develop a first principles time-dependent simulation model for the electron and ion radiation belt dynamics. This is accomplished by solving the convection-diffusion model of radiation belt dynamics as derived from a modified
Boltzmann Fokker-Planck model. The model includes both pitch angle and energy diffusion from both wave-particle and collisional effects, energy loss from plasmaspheric plasma and neutral atmospheric constituents, radial diffusion, and charge exchange losses. We find that the general characteristics of the electron fluxes predicted by the model are consistent with empirical models derived from satellite observations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the timedependent radiation belt simulation model. In section 3 we apply the model to whistler wave turbulence and compare the model output with empirical satellite models. Finally in section 4 we summarize our results.
Model
Using kinetic theory, for small, randomly phased fluctuations in the three adiabatic invariants, J 1 , J 2 , and J 3 , the time dependence of the electron and ion phase space density f k , k=e,i, can be written in the form of a Fokker-Planck equation:
where G models energy loss, D describes diffusive processes, and S k and L k represent explicit electron and ion sources and losses within the phase space volume. In analogy with a Fokker-Planck model, G represents a nonstochastic friction and D a stochastic diffusion. The evaluation of the diffusion tensor elements is of crucial importance in the use of Eq. (1) for the modeling of the radiation belts. For pitch 5 angle and energy diffusion, both wave-particle and low altitude collisional effects will be important while for spatial diffusion, e.g., radial diffusion, slow time scale electric and magnetic fluctuations will be needed.
The standard approach for studying the effects of experimentally observed broadband wave turbulence on the adiabatic invariants M,J,Φ is to model the effects of wave-particle interactions on pitch angle and energy diffusion using quasilinear theory [Kennel and Petschek, 1966] . This theory was applied to electron pitch angle scattering by whistler turbulence by Lyons et al. [1972] and Lyons and Thorne [1973] . These studies established cyclotron-resonant whistlers as a key mechanism for electron loss in the slot region and for maintaining the steady state electron distribution in combination with radial diffusion and Coulomb collisional effects at low altitudes.
In this study we include only radiation belt electron dynamics. The ion dynamics is also governed by a similar Fokker-Planck equation with different pitch angle diffusion coefficients along with different source and loss terms.
It is convenient to transform Eq. (1) from (M, J, Φ) space to (E, x, L) space where E is the energy, x=cos α 0 with α 0 the equatorial pitch angle, and L denotes L shell. Since we will be interested in time scales much longer than the electron bounce time, we bounce-average Eq.(1) for the electrons:
In Eq. (2), the angle brackets denote bounce averaging, i.e., applying the operator τ B ds/v with τ B the bounce period and the coordinate s denotes distance along the geomagnetic field. In Eq. (2), the second and third terms on the left hand side represent radial and azimuthal convection, the fourth term represents electron energy loss due to collisional effects in the plasmasphere and atmosphere, the first term on the right hand side represents pitch angle diffusion from both collisional effects and wave-particle interactions, the second and third terms represent cross energy and pitch angle diffusion, the fourth term on the right hand side represents energy diffusion from both collisional and wave-particle effects, and the fifth term gives radial L-diffusion. In addition, we have defined y = (1 − x 2 ) 1/2 = sin α 0 , and T(y) = 1.38 − 0.31(y + y 1/2 ).
The energy loss rate for the radiation belt electrons comes primarily from inelastic collisions with neutral atmospheric atoms and elastic collisions with plasmaspheric and ionospheric electrons. The bounce-averaged energy loss rate for electrons can be written [Walt and MacDonald, 1964] :
with f (n e , n, E) = n e lnη −1
In Eq. (3), α denotes the local pitch angle, λ is the magnetic latitude, λ m is the magnetic mirror latitude, E 0 = mc 2 , I i is the ionization energy, η D =h/m r vλ D , m r is the reduced mass, n e is the electron density, n i is the neutral density of species i, and Z is the atomic number. The electron and ion densities H + , He
, NO + are found using the International Reference Ionosphere [Bilitza, 2000] combined with a plasmaspheric model [Chiu et al., 1979] . The neutral species are found using the MSIS90 model [Hedin, 1991] .
The bounce-averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficient D xx in Eq. (2) is composed of a collisional part and wave-particle interaction part and can be written scattering diffusion coefficient can be written [Walt and MacDonald, 1964] :
with g (n e , n, E) = n p lnη
, and β = v/c. The collisional energy diffusion coefficient is typically much smaller than the collisional pitch angle diffusion coefficient and will not be considered further.
In order to estimate the wave-particle contribution to pitch angle and energy diffusion, a specific wave-particle interaction must be specified. Wave-particle interactions play a fundamental role in radiation belt electron dynamics. In this study we consider only R-mode whistler turbulence. The evolution of f in the presence of whistler wave turbulence can be found from the standard quasilinear theory [Lyons et al., 1974] :
For parallel propagating R-mode whistler waves the pitch angle diffusion coef-ficient can be written [Summers, 2005] :
The cross-diffusion coefficient can be written:
The energy diffusion coefficient can be written:
In Eq. (8)- (10) the ω i and k i satisfy both the cyclotron resonance condition with
and the cold plasma linear dispersion relation:
The whistler wave spectrum I(k) in Eq. (8)- (10) is defined by:
where the total magnetic field B = B 0 + B 1 is composed of a background part B 0 and a small fluctuating part B 1 .
Including whistler wave convection, the quasilinear equation for the whistler wave spectrum I can be written:
where v g = ∂ω/∂k is the whistler group velocity and the the growth rate γ given by [Kennel and Petschek, 1966] :
with
and
Here v R is the resonant velocity determined from Eq. (11).
Transforming from (v ⊥ , v ) coordinates to energy and pitch angle coordinates (E, α) the growth rate can be written:
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Consistent with experimental observations, we consider a whistler wave spectrum of the form:
Here B 1 is the rms wave magnetic field, ω 1 is the lower frequency limit to the wave spectrum, ω 2 is the upper frequency limit to the wave spectrum, ω m is the center frequency, δω is the frequency bandwidth and erf is the error function. To match typical experimental observations, ω 1 = 0.05Ω e , ω 2 = 0.65Ω e , ω m = 0.35Ω e , δω = 0.15Ω e , B 1 = 100pT, and ω e /Ω e = 2.5. We have I(ω) = (2π/v g )I(k). Using the form for the wave spectrum in Eq. (21)- (22) we can write Eq. (8)- (10):
For inclusion into Eq. (2), the bounce-averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficient can then be written:
In addition, the bounce-averaged energy diffusion coefficient can be written:
The bounce-averaged cross diffusion coefficient can be written:
Including whistler wave convection but ignoring inhomogeneous plasma effects, the quasilinear equation for the bounce-averaged whistler spectrum I in Eq. (14) can be written:
where γ g = τ −1 g ln(1/R), τ g = LR e /v g , and R is the ionospheric reflection coefficient.
For perfect reflection, R=1 while for strong ionospheric absorption, R << 1. Here γ g models wave convection effects out of the magnetic flux tube.
In Eq. (2) we have:
For the convection terms in Eq. (2) we assume that we can write the total drift velocity as
with E = E cor + E conv with E cor and E conv the corotation and convection electric fields, respectively. We can then write:
with D(y) = 0.45 − 0.19y − 0.106y 3/4 .
Results
For this preliminary study, we solve Eq. 
Summary
We have developed a first-principles time-dependent model for the electron and ion radiation belts. The model consists of collisional energy loss, collisional pitch angle scattering, wave-particle induced pitch angle scattering, energy diffusion, cross energy-pitch angle diffusiion, radial L convection, azimuthal (local time) convection, and radial diffusive effects. The model equations are in the form of a modified
Boltzmann Fokker-Planck model and treat the range of L-shell, pitch angle, and energy of 1 < L < 7, 3 o < α < 90 o , and 0.1 MeV < E < 5MeV.
The model has been applied to parallel propagating R-mode whistler turbulence.
Quantities derived from these initial studies, i.e., omnidirectional electron flux, energy spectra, L-shell electron flux dependence, pitch angle diffusion as a function of pitch angle compare favorably with those derived from the NASA empirical model AE8MIN.
In the future we will consider other wave-induced pitch angle and energy diffusion sources, e.g., Alfven waves and electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves.
